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THE OTHER DAY:· N PFFICIAL IN
Washington who is charged with responsibility for a certain line of defense production found that production in one im·
portant· line was threatened with suspen...:.:·:·:·:·.·. .
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government of the United States was graciously
Davies
permitted to function a
little longer. The incident
rP.calls another, dating oack nearly 50
years. Those were the days of Coxey's
army and the A. R. U. railway strike.
When the railway strike was called the
North Dakota militia,, which has since
become part of the National Guard, was
in" camp somewhere in the state-I have
forgotten where. The camp was just
about over and the boys would soon be
ready to return home. But the threatened
cancellation of trains would complicate
" matters. In that · emergency Governor
Shortridge wired the people who were
in charge of the strike asking that trains
be permitted to run to carry the soldiers
home. In that case, also, permission was·
granted, and North Dakota's army was
provided transportation, granted safe·
conduct, and · permitted to return home
without molestation.
.:

?···

* *

and the- railway management proposed t11\
move them that way or not at all. Unitea:
States deputy marshals did operate a
mail-and-passenger train out of Grand
Forks. It was during that period that a
detachment of regular troops was sent
to Grand Forks to preserve the peace.
Actually there was no serious disturbance.

IN THAT RAILWAY *STRIKE THE
strikers sought to avoid the charge of interfering with transportation of the
mails. They tried to prevent the operation of passenger and freight cars, but
professed willingness to permit mail cars
to run. In the Great Northern yards at
Grand Forks an engine to which a mail
car was attached stood for some time
with steam up and ready to start, and it
could have been moved .without interference. But the railroad people didn't move
their mail cars that way. Mail cars were
customarily attached to passenger trains,
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IT WAS DURING THAT PERIOD,
too, that "General" Jacob Coxey got together his "anpy" of unemployed for a
march to Washington to secure the regress of what they considered their grievances. The marching was done principally by train. Motley groups in .which were
earnest men hoping to obtain work and
others· who merely went along for the
ride, .took possession of trains headed
eastward and enjoyed the ·free ride to·
ward Washington. The railroad people
were helpless, as they were outnumbered
hundreds to· one. When hungry the tourists would unload and demand food, which
local people were glad to give in order to
get rid of the unwelcome crowds. In some
cases where Coxeyites were expected to
stop elaborate preparations were made
for their reception. The main idea was to
keep them moving on.

SEVERAL THOUSAND OF THIS MOTley "army" actually reached Washington,
and Washington --was about as badly
stumped as any country village had been.
The jails were not large enough to hold
the invaders, and anyway it was no crime
for anyone to visit Washington. The
course of treatment which was finally
adopted was similar to that which has
been employed in some other cases. Coxey
assembled his rabble .on the grounds of
the capitol and there made them a speech.
He was arresed for walking on the grass
contrary~. to the ordinance in such case
made and provided.
ON A MORE RECENT OCCASION
one Alphonse Capone, known to be the
head of gang of criminal racketeers, and
believed quite credibly to . be guilty of
most o.f the crimes on the calendar, from
murder down, was sent to the penitentiary, not for murder or racketeering, but
for making a false income tax return.

a
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EVERYONE WHO HAS- BEEN OUT
in the country has seen swarms of mosquitoes, and even .in the. residential dis·
tricts of the city it is . not unusual in' a
year , of abundant · moisture to see,. mosquitoes collected.in great
· clouds, like swarms of
bees. ,But how many have
seen .mosquitoes in perpendicular columns, extending upward from telephone poles, fence-posts
and similar objects.. That
is a spectacle that I nev- .
· er saw, but it was . seen
by, friends driving from
C r o o.k s t o n to Grand
Forks· a few evenings
ago.
.It was still broad , dayDavies
light, and the evening
was very still, with just the lightest
:movement of air. The homecomers noticed what appeared to be columns of thin
smoke · rising from telephone poles along
the way. The columns were of about the
the same· diameter as the posts, and they
extended perhaps 30 or 40 feet above the
polls. Curiosity impel~ed a closer inspection, and it was then found that instead
of smoke, those columns were of mosquitoes. There were similar columns
above fence-posts and above a line of
commercial signs just off the highway.
In each case the columns of mosquitoes
appeared to be of about the same thickness as the object beneath, and while the
mosquitoes were moving within the space
of the column, the column itself remained
stationary so far as . could be observed.
There were, however, other columns of
mosquitoes, of similar size, but not quite
perpendicular, apparently resting on the
earth. These were moving slowly, presumably with the gentle wind. My informant says that neither he nor ai:iy of
his group had ever seen anything like this
before, and it is quite new to me.

may be found in great numbers~far from
any possibility of water.
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ON WHAT DO MOSQUITOES LIVE
-other than the blood of human beings and
t~e larger animals? In pioneer days travelers across the Prairies were pestered
by clouds of ~osquitoe~ which they encountered miles from human beings and
their habitations and from · horses, oxen
and buffalo. There the insects were, having been bred by a preceding generation,
rounding out their cycle far from all ani·mal life other than gophers, rabbits and
an occasional coyote. These little animals
if attacked, would have been drained of
blood by a .small fraction of the mosquitoes infesting their home 'g rounds. Moreover, those small animals have the protection of the grass and of their burrows, for the mosquito prefers to work in
the open.
BIOLOGISTS TELL US THAT THE
poison in a mosquito wound is in a fluid
which the mosquito injects to dilute the
blood of its victim and render it more
easily assimible. That is understandable.
But why make tne f uid poisonous? That
doesn't help the osquito; it enrages the
victim; and it tend tq make the mosquito
unpopular. Seems s if nature slipped a
cog there.

I MENTIONED U.,HE OTHER DAY
the tragedies of the birds' pests, the destruction to which arent birds and their
young are subjected by the storms which
demolish their home and bring death to
the young. A friends gests that there are
compensations which at ,·mes make life
easier for the birds and te d to perpetuate
the species. My friend liv near the river,
and he says that in no o her year has he
seen birds as numero
or in as great
variety as this year. He ccounts for this
on the ground of abunda ce of insect life
which provides plenty of ood for the in'
* * *
sect-eating birds. Veget ion has also
THERE ARE SEVERAL THINGS made wonderful .growth t is spring, and /
about .mosquitoes that have puzzled me, the seed-eating 01rds ought o be fat when
and do still. Where do they come from? · the seeds ripen.
-....--- ...-~
Of course they breed in stagnant watershallow pools, rain barrels, and abandoned tin cans_that have caught a little rain.
But, although they aFe said to travel only
short distances, in some season~ ~hey : !

WITHIN THE PAST FEW DAYS OUR
11eighborhood has had an illustration of
what is meant by the "tragedies of the
':nests," of which E. P. Roe wrote long
ago, and,which I have mentioned recentl~.
Noticing an unusual
chirping of birds about
his premises a neighbor
found that three young
orioles were distributed
in his shrubbery, clamoring for food, while the
parent birds were frantically dividing ~heir energies between collecting worms for their progeny and teaching the ·
youngsters to fly. A
fourth fledgling lay helpless on the ground under
Davies
a bush. Whether the little fellow had been hurt in a fall or was
naturally a weakling did not appear, but
:ft could neither fly nor cling to a perch.
Left where it was it would soon fall a
prey to some marauding cat, so it was
taken indoors and given such care as
was possible. Though helpless it was
hungry, and whenever disturbed it
would reach eagerly f~r food. It swallowed. the small worms that were gathered for it, and it would take · drops of
milk from an eye-dropper. But the poor
bird was doomed, and presently it gave
up the ghost. There was one of the tragedies of bird life.

*

*

*

THE OTHER YOUNG BIRDS FLEW
,;omewha·t clumsily from shrub to tree
and back again, and were diligently fed.
So far as could be observed it was the
male parent that did all the feeding. His
brilliant color made it easy to trace his
flight. Between intervals of feeding the
young birds dozed, each clinging ~o t~e
twig on which it was perched, with its
head tucked under its wing. Darkness
came with one of the little birds in a tree
near 'the house and another in a lilac
bush. Then came the storm of Sunday
night. The wind howled and the rain came
down in torrents, and it seemed certain
that the little birds would be blown away
or drowned. But in the morning, there
they were, just where they had been at
sundown. In some way they had ·clung
to their perches though they had been
whipped this way and that, and they
seemed none the worse for the drenching
that they had received.
THE

* · AND
*
NESTS

*THEIR

OCCU-

pants are the victims of tragedies, but in
some way· or· other many birds seemingly
·helpless survive, notwithstanding the
dangers that surround them. The ability
of a bird to cling to a perch is remarkable. I have seen it explained that the
clinging is done without any expenditure
of energy, the weight of the bird ,auto- I
matically' drawing the leg tendons and
tightening the grip of the claws on the
·object to which they cling.
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THE OTHER MORNING, HALF I
asleep I listened to what appeared to be
,
. tI
a family of grackles in conference J us
outside my bedroom window. Because of
its marauding habits the grackle is deservedly unpopular, but it is an interesting specimen, just the same. Wit~ his
purple head-dress the male grackle is a
handsome bird, and instead of the hippetyhop of the robin, the grackle walks with
stately tread which gives one the impression of dignity.

IT IS EASY TO IDENTIFY THE
voice of the grackle, which, in certain
tones, resembles a distorted human voice.
I wonder if the grackle can be taught to
talk. From the sounds outside my window
I guessed that there were two parent
grackles and two young ones. Probably
that was wrong, but the voices sounded
like that. At any rate, there was an extended conversation, such as may be
heard occasionally in a human family
group, and my interpretation was that
the parent birds were remonstrating with,
and sometimes scolding the youngsters,
and the youngsters were sassing back.
That's what it sounded like, anyway, and
I'm glad I didn't get up to look, because
I might have found only one grackle
talking to himself, and my illusion would
have been spoiled.
OPPONENTS OF THE ST.
Lawrence waterway improvement say
there is no need for it. Navigation needs,
they say, are confined to internal commerce, from lake port to lake port, and
ocean vessels never would use the St.
Lawrence even if it were made nav~gable
for them. Then in the next breath they
tell us that improvement of the river
would draw so much traffic from New
York and Boston as to cripple those ports.
The objectors ought to get together with
themselves.
SOME

f

J\IJ.'
as ridiculed as vla1onary and
t it community after community became
f: .terested, and before the scheme coll .psed It had captured the ime.gination of
1 1ousands and it had the enthusiastic
1 Jpport of many B11bstantlal and influen. :al m
J osed road.
·a
now of Grand
,
:
Hannah and he heard much
tbe activities of the amateur railway promoter. Because of that interest Mtcdonald
has collectecl. a JD.IIJ8 of newspaper clip-

o:r ms

~

,i

ties ao marlted that be waa
adjudged insane and wu sent to the
Jamestown asylum for treatment. He remained there for a few monpia. then.
wearyuig of the monotony, he walked out,
din bUzzard

to

: , . , ~ • . . . . eoncernlnl Hines
~ !iii. plan, the coDecUon numbering

cot·

:;:,robllb]y several thousand Items. 'llle
lection .is interesting, not so much as presenting
awry of Hines and his enterof the reactions of

'llBE ORIGINAL,. HINES PLAN CON·
templated, brlefiy, the--bulldJng of a rail·
Deer

River,

to

connect w1th a lhort ~ cd
DQi
Jlith arict ~ .fCIUI ,afdl had been
ltarted but bad 6eecime Insolvent. Right•
ot.-way for the road was to be donated \ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ .
by land owners along the line, or -alven in
@xchange for stock in the' road. Gtiadtng
was to be done by the farmers, and ties
were to be furnished by residents of the
Minnesota timbered area, payment for
a;i:adlng and ties to be made In railway
stoek. 'lllen,
~d
the ties on hand,
for tll@
~
a\cJ*.
sums were expected from
persons along the line whose property
would be benefited, but these were for
· preliminary ~ only, To all intents
seVJ,Rl hun~:,of r,Jlway were to
be 1rullt throujli'l'' j'~~ e • without
expenditure of a dollar.

* * *

IN 1!iE PROMOTION OF '!HAT

scheme Bines visited town after 'totQJ.

held mass meetlnu. q4

•

·~ -.a
~e
pJaln farmer that lle -a. and he won
~~

the confidence of thousands of farmers
and amall-town people who would not
have listened to a silk-hatted promoter
from one of the great financlal centers.
The enthqslum whlcb he arou.ct aeemed
to 10 to his head, -and ha began to expand
ao Jaclude bran• .1IDM • •

DISTRIBUTED BY THE GREATER the notation "not recommended." The in-

North Dakota association, the dictionary
of spring wheat varieties just published
by the Northwest Crop Improvement association, is a publication
which should be of great
value to the progressive
farmer. In it are listed
all the varieties of spring
wheat grown in the two
· Dakotas, Minnesota and
Montana, ·with description of the characteristics
of each and notations
concerning the suitability
of each to various areas
in the spring wheat ter- ritory.

* *
THE*COMMITTEE
· ~avles
which is responsible for this booklet is
composed of representatives of milling and
elevator concerns, commission houses,
maltsters and others interested in the
grain trade of the northwest. All these
concerns are vitally interested in the proJ. ductivity
of the northwestern wheat
fields and in maintenance of the reputation of this great area for the fine quali·
ty of its wheat. In these factors they have
a common interest with the farmer on the
land.
•

*

*

IN THE PREPARATION OF THE

booklet the committee has been assisted
py members of the staffs of agricultural
colleges in the four states and by reir
resentatives of the departments of agriculture in the United States and Canada.
Results of research conducted by these
authorities are represented in the descrip·
tions given of characteristics of particular
varieties of wheat and the recommendations made for or against the use of each.

*

*

*

EXPERIMENTS IN THE DEVELOPment of wheat have been in progress for
many years, and scores of new varieties
have been produced. In only a few cases
have the strains p~oduced proven wholly
desirable. A given strain might be excellent from a particular standpoint, but defective in rust resistance, early ripening
· or some other essential quality. Many
such strains are listed in ·the booklet with

formation given may save the grower
costly experience with varieties of wheat
which are not s~ited to his territory.
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TRAVELERS WHO HAVE DRIVEN
through what has been described as North
Dakota's dust bowl report that the ranges
so recently bare and brown are now
clothed in luxuriant green, and that the
picture now presented is one of beautY: ·
and abundance. The recent tour of farm
managers took the tourists through the
western range country, wher~ they found
lush growth of native grass on hills and
in valleys.- and herds of sleek cattle fattening on rich pastures and vast mead·
ows covered with a tall growth that will
soon be gathered into thousands of stacks
of fine hay. Tourists were told by ranchmen that not since 1915 has the growth
on the ranges been so abundant, and
many of the old cattle men say that not
even in 1915 was the growth so abundant.
ALL THIS IS IN A TERRITORYi
which has been described by magazine
writers as a desert. We have been told
with earnestness and solemnity that the
drouth, assisted by over~grazing, had kill·
ed the grass; that with the destruction
of the grass roots there was nothing
to hold the soil together; that the fertile
soil on millions of acres, thus loosened,
had been blown away by the wind; that
much of the territory so affected would
never be restored, but would remain permanently desert; and that in the more
fortunate localities it would take at least
50 years to renew the growth of grass.
All of that has been told us by correspond·
ents who, hearing about the drouth, came·
out to take a look at it, drew on their im-agination and made the worst of it.
MEN WHO HAVE LIVED IN THE

territory and understood it knew better.
They knew, as everyone else did, that if it
never rained again there would · be no
more grass. But they knew that those
grass roots were not dead, and that the
soil was not blown away. They knew that
the one thing that the ra.n ge needed was
rain, and that when rain came· the rangeswould again be fresh and green. Rain
came and the grass grew, as it has done
in th~ past. The sensational writers will
not hear that grass is again growing on
the ranges. They will be too busy hunting
up otper mares' nests.

SENATORS WHEELER AND NYE TIDNK
that · since Germany has attacked Russia it be-

comes the duty of President Roosevelt to urge
.upon Great Britain the negotiation of peace with
Germany. Senato;r Taft, who has
been critical of the policy of extending aid to Britain, does not
go quite so far, but he thinks
that there now exists the opportunity for the president to explore the possibilities of peace,
but that his examination of the
subject should be made without
publicity.

* * *

:&SSUMING THAT A PEACE
could be negotiated, what would
its terms be like? Would Hitler
Davies
agree to withdraw his armies
:from Poland, Norway, penmark, Holland, Belgium, France, restore their independence to the '
Greeks and Yugoslavs and permit the other Balkan nations to manage their own affairs in their
cwn way? If not, if he insisted in retaining his
strangle-hold on Europe, and subordinating the
peoples of all that continent to the totalitarian
system which he heads, would not that fact b~
evidence of his intent to consolidate his victories
and strengthen his hands for a fresh attack on
the civilization of the world?

*

*

*

AND EVEN IF HITLER SHOULD AGREE
to conditions which on their face would make
existence in the same world with him tolerable
f6r men and women who love peace and prize
liberty, what would such an agreement be worth
in the light of Hitler's record? Hitler has already
made numerous declarations of his purposes. He
has made pledge after pledge. But every declaration of purpose that he has made has been thrown
to th~ winds, and every pledge to which he has
subscribed has been publicly and callously violated whenever change of plan or violation of
promise has suited his purpose. What process
of reasoning convinces senators that now is the
time to negotiate a peace with Hitler when the
very fact that what they think creates that opportunity is the deliberate violation of a solemn ~ompact of friendship and non~aggression into which
he entered with Russia les than two years ago?
The record proves that no pledge of any nature
made by Hitler is worth the ink required to
sign it.

*

*

*

THE PRESENT CONFLICT BETWEEN GER·
many and Russia has caused in some minds col}·
fUslon which a little clear thinking ought to have

prevented and ought to remove. Hitler and Stalin
represent two social and political systems which,
though different in some of their surface manifestations, are identical in their basic principles .
Liberty-loving people have never been called on
to choose between them. Without qualification
they reject them both. But the situation that
confronts the world goes beyo,n d consideration
of social and political systems. Hitler has undertaken to impose his peculiar system on the
world by · force of arms. By violence unparalleled he has suppressed free government in Europe, and he is engaged now in an attempt to
crush Britain. If he should succeed in that there
would remain only the United States between him
and the realization of his ambition to establish
the rule of his military dictatorship throughout
the world.

*

*

*

*

*
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HIS DECISION TO ATTACK . RUSSIA NOW
rather than at some other time does not change
by a hairsbreadth his attitude toward the rest
of the world, nor does it remove from the rest
of the world any fragment of his menace to civilization. His conquest of Russia, if achieved, would
supply him with material which he needs to continue his program of conquest, and it would re- 1
move from his path the hazard inherent in the
existence of a powerfµl Russian army. The Rus- 1
sian system is as wrong as the German. Neithel
the American nor any other who loves liberty
and values democracy can .approve of or sympathize with either. But when one gangster who
is engaged in wholesale murder and robbery turns
on another. who has been less violent and menacing, whatever the less powerful villain can do
to impede a:q.d injure his greater adversary operates to the advantage of honest men. And per- I
haps the diversion may enable honest men to
strike more effective blows at the major criminal~
IN THIS NEW PHASE OF THE CONFLICT
there is no issue of partnership with Bolshevism
or Communism. But there must be a realistic approach to an existing situation. Russian resistance to Hitler creates an opportunity for
democracy to assert itself with more effective
force. Every German plane or tank destroyed in
Russia, every German division compelled to waste
its strength in the vast ..distances of Russia, rep- ,
resents a clear gain for democracy. And Hitler's
conquest of Russi.a, if and when achieved, will
help to feed and supply his armies and place in
his hands new weapons with which to continue
his onslaught on civilization.

IN THE CURRENT NUMBER OF
the North Dakota Historical Quarterly
is an article on the Turtle River state
park, by Superintendent Russell Reid,
describing concisely, but
clearly, the park itself
and the conditions under
which it was established.
The park area of 475
acres, on the Turtle river
about a mile north of
Arvilla, w a s acquired
from the Board of Uni·versity.. and School Lands
in 1934, and development
work was then begun by
CCC workers. With one
interruption caused by
the temporary closing· of
the CCC camp, that work
Davies
has continued until the present time.
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*·

SUPERINTENDENT RE ID' S AR·
ticle outlines the geological history of
the park area, some understanding of
which contributes greatly to enjoyment
and appreciation of the park itself. To
the traveler along the adjacent highway
the landscape is almost perfectly flat,
but only a mile away one enters upon
a bit of nature's rugged handiwork, bearing the marks of glacial action of thousands of years ago, and of the carving
done by the subsiding waters of the great
lake which succeeded the glacier. The
par~ valley is as irregular in contour as
one could wish, is heavily wooded, and
through it winds the river which has
given it its name.

in such a.. way as to harmonize with the
natural surroundings. This is characteristic of the park work now being done
by the federal government and by the
state governments. The idea has been
to make the structures which it ls necessary to build fit smoothly into the landscape so that they become part of it.

*
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A USEFUL FEATURE OF SUPERIN·
tendent Reid's article is a map of the
park, showing the winding river, drives,
camp sites, ·parking spaces, dam, swimming pool, etc.

EACH YEAR THE PARK HAS CONtributed to the enjoyment of increasing
thousands of people. Family and community picnics are held there. Tentdwellers enjoy there a summer vacation.
Tourists find the park a pleasant place
for a brief stay. Old settlers of the Red
river valley have held their meetings
in the park for several years. The park
has become a real asset, not only to the
immediate vicinity, but to a large section of northeastern North Dakota.

THE NORTHWESTERN BELL,
house organ of the Northwestern Telephone company, recalls that 33 years
ago Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, inventor
of the telephone, said: "The nation that
controls the air will ultimately rule the
world." At that time the airplane was
little more than an interesting source of
entertainment at fairs. Most of those
who were airminded were skeptical of
the practical utility of the plane and
looked to the lighter-than-air cratt as
* *
ONE OF THE ATTRACTIVE FEA- the real means of air transport.
tures of the park is its primitive natural* * *
ness. Areas have been cleared for parkDR. BELL'S FAME IS BASED ON
ing and camp sites. Space has been pre- his invention of the telephone, but his
pared for outdoor games, but much of scientific mind led him also into other
the fore st remains untouched except for fields. Not only was he intensely interthe removal of dead wood and similar· ested in aeronautics, but he experimentwork, so that visitors can enjoy for a ed for years with various forms of flytime the beauty of the natural forest in ing devices. While the Wrights were at
its changing aspects through the season. work on the plane which was to make
history, Bell built mammoth cellular
* * *
THERE HAVE BEEN BUILT, OR kites which he flew at his summer home
are ·n course of construction, buildings in Nova Scotia. Such cellular structures,
of various kinds to provide for caretaking he thought, might be so equipped with
and for the needs of campers and day- power that they could fly and carry use·by-day ·visitors, but all this work is one ful loads. The success of the Wrights
with the plane, of course gave the subject a new direction.

'

*

ACCORD.ING TO THE YARN, .ABOUT
which I have ·my doubts, a new and
thrilling three-act play was being produced in a F:l'ellch theatre. ~e audience was
entranced, and at the end of the second
.act was waiting eagerly for tile third
and final act, when a man arose and ad·
dressed the audience about like this:

• ~=-~
• •
~

OCCASION
,
I dream of mysteries. I
thct
night and while it lasted I had a fine
time. I thought I was reading a book
that dealt with a particularly fascinat·
tng mystery story. With the speed that
ls cha.raQtedstic of the dreamer I read
nearly the
ge book in what
seemed to me
but which
may have been a
-;I>¥ th•
clock. The story was
ati4 the
plot was sklllfully constructed! Qne A
had been charged with the commf
of
a murder, and all the facts see
t
point directly to his ~ullt. Though no
hint of the sort WM- ,iven in the book,
I knew, by virtue of that sixth sense
which ls the gift of nature to all dreamers, that A was innocent and that the
real criminal was X, who has so contrived
matters
cast'
on on A. I read
until I reac ed
, in w1dch,
would be shown the s eps
hlch the
aleuth had fixed the crime on X and the
manner in which X had ~ his traoks
and almost brought
scaffold. But before t
chapter I woke up.

*

*

*

of one of the
ta the stage.
The situations as
- . true tolife, each followed by another with the inexorable logic and the inexorability of
Jtself. The characters are 1klllfully
wn, and in their ~~entation
they are not impersonattln's, but re-crea·
tlons. Up to the moment when the curtain fell on
.-,nd act we witnessed
a supren\e wo'rk of art, an episode from
life itself. But, pursuant to a certain dramatic tradition, the third act will bend
and warp the truthful delineations which
we have teen 1n
artificial structure
them into a

-e·

hN..nca.con-

bn and on in a nevel"
ending
each giving
rise to anoth •
be too bad for
us to impair the
impressions
that we have gained from these two
splendid scenes by waiting for the last act.
Therefore I suggest that as the highest
cxmiplime.nt we cap pay to tbe authors
players, we. lea. the house now, before
nted."
when the
tM theatre
empty.
ougb somewhat skeptical,
I have enjoyed that story.
&ota

THERE I WAS, WITH A PERFECTLY
good mystery story hanging in the air.
That last chapter must have been a grand
one,
might as well have been blank paper.
The story was a dandy, as leading up to
a climax, but with the climax omitted,
there might as well have been no story
at all. Much of the enjoyment in read· ·- - - - - - - - - - - Ing a mystery story lies in anticipation of
what comes next, but when one is
step by step, through a series of anticipations, the pinnacle of which is to be
reached in the last chapter it seems that
somebody or something is taking an un:r.ir advantage of a fellow.

1ea.

*

•

*

LITERARY CRITICS ARE APT TO
turn up their noses at the happy ending
to a story. Because of
prevalent im·
pression .that there must be an ending of
some sort, many writers deliberately
hatch up an unhappy one. That is con·
sidered more arty. But is an .ending .of
any sort necessary? A stoey, "as told
lon1 aao by a Frenchman who thought
not,

a

WHETHER TRUE OR NOT, THAT
was a good stoey about the German
dummy tanks with wood frames covered
with canvas. If it is not true the Russian
who started it going is to be congratulated
on having manufactured
an excellent yarn. If it ls
true, the framing of that
plan was nothing short
of a stroke of genius, to
be credited to some Nazi
Inventor.
Probably Hitler would
l'eSent the suggestion
that anything half as
clever as the use ol dum·
my t~s was ever concetv~ by a Jeri(, ,eit we
have the reco)!4 tl~.'tb.e
achievement of a 'M
Abraham who stam~
a vast army with a mere handful of mell
armed with notblnr mont deadly than
trumpets, pUchen -4- lamps or torches.
That ~
·. WU ~ Q
o. the aon of
Jo~ ·whct;~
.fat
M 1QOO B. C.
You~
:do you?-ttial.a count•
lesa anriy
ta _and .Amaleldtes
was in GPiJ, ~41 to move upon and
destroy tt,.e l'araelitea. J!rom his small
command Gideon .iected 300 eager and
resolute men, each of whom he equipped
with a trumpet and a light concealed in a
pitcher. Divided into three companies of
100 each the men took their stations at
night on dlffeI"E;Dt sides of the enemy's
earnp. ~ at a atven .algnal, the three
hundred blew & loud 'blut OJ.\ their trumpets, cash down their t6ta. with a
crash and waved their ~ aloft,
shouting ''The sword of, th
'Mel 'Of
Gideon. The encamped soldier&, a ~
from sleep by the din, saw ltgb.ta all
around them, '¥}d, believing themselves
aurroundect by an overwhelming force,
became panic-stricken
each man fell
upon Ids neighbor, and the ateat army
JiterallF ~ e d ltaelf. As an example
o f ~ tactka ft's a safe bet that
Hitler 1ian, a lllall
his army who

«.

u

m

.ean Improve on it.

* * *
FEAT OF
Kn getting a group of their

THEN THERE WAS THE

\he Greelqs
'm}.ed men tlito tha city of Troy con·
a great wooden horse which they
ted to the Trojans as an act of
sy. There are those who say it
, ver was done, but I ask them to prove
t it wasn't. I take my sqmd with
mer.

'}!in

*

*

*

~AMOUFLAGE OF VARIOUS KINDS
s been used time and again when men
.ve come into armed conflict. Some of
: were talking the ottier day about an
~ploit of either the Youngers or the
ctmes gang, and nobody could remember
vhich it was. An)'Way, the bandits stopled a train in a wooded ravine, and when
he trainmen and passengers looked out
to see what Jt was about, their valuables
were collected by three or .four armed
men, while from behind eveey bush and
over every rock was pointed a rifle, with
the marksman's hat just visible above it.
ffu>se rifles and hats Wel'.e 1ounc'I
11ext da)", aa the ro
hadn't taken the

U'()Uble to carry them away. In preparation .for the raid the small group of band·
its had robbed a store, from which they
had collected hats and rifles. These they
had trained on the spet where the train
would stop, and the victims of the raid
had the 1U1.lsion of being surrounded by
a whole army of bandits.

*

*

*

•

*

*

IN THE FORMER WO
WAR ALlied war ships were sometimes disguised
as slow freighters, and sometimes Ger..
-.ii raiders didn't discover the deception
until shella trom the "freighter" were exploding on o'r s,bout them. During the
Civil war a small company of Union sol·
dlers was about to be gobbled up by a
greatly superior Confederate force. The
teti:illn was such that the Union force was
vlsible 'to the enemy on only a short bit of
road. The commander marched his men
out of sight, then reversed under shelte
of a screen of trees, and marched the
over tqe same road again. This he did un~
tll the Confederates were convinced tha
the)' 1184 to deal with a big Union force
and tbey retreated in haste.
I ENIOYED LOCKLIN'$ CHA
about Paul J. (Coach) Davis, who had,
and still has, many friends in Grand
Forks, where he coached football for
years. I wonder if Davis remembers the
mllltaey drill in which he, J'ullus Bacon
and Bill Panovttz participated at a Shrine
circus. Bacon was commanding officer
and Davls",&nd Panovitz were b.\lCk prl·
vates. And I defy any drllfmaster today to
put his company through more compllcat·
ed evolution, than that squad performed.
Then 1llere was the baseball game at the
same clrcus In which Davis and Panovitz
played a whole game-without any basebalL I think one of those mes is up in the
air yet. The two players have taken time
out to attend to other matters · while the
ball soare'd into the empyrean.

were not produced at a tenth of their
present rate, there was a high degree of
mortality in literature, or that which
passed for literature at the time of its
publication. Books read with absorbing
interest when issued were quickly forgotten, and out of the annual output of
the presses there was .only an occasional
one that endured.
·

I . THINK IT WAS , . WASHINGTON
Irving who wrote a sketch which he entitled "The mutability of literature." He
told of visiting a great British library,
where, seated alone in a room filled with
ancient books and manuscripts, he thought, nodded, and fell asleep. Believing himself awake, he ·
was surprised when a·
stout little quarto volume, several hundred
years old, began to talk
to hjm.
T{le talk was of literature, the literature of
Queen Elizabeth's time,
which was also the period
of the quarto, and of still
earl\er times. The quarto talked of the great
Davies
w~iters :3-nd great books of his own day,
with which he seemed to be quite familiar,
but as he named one brilliant writer after
another, and mentioned masterpiece after
masterpiece, Irving found that most of
them were strangers -to him, or if he
had .heard of the writers at all, it w·a s as
men who had enjoyed a brief hour of
popularity and had quickly been forgotten. Works which the quarto considered
great now gathered dust on bookshelves.
Irving . ~sked his friend what he thought
of a writer who seemed to be coming into
prominence about the time that the quarto
was printed. The writer was one William
Shakespeare. The quarto r peated the
name with a snort of contempt. Yes, he
had heard of the fellow, a scribbler of
cheap doggerel, a hack who worked over
borrowed plots into thrillers for the en·
tertainment of the yokels who frequented
his playhouse. Of course the man could
never have writt~n anything more import~nt than a penny-dreadful. He was
Incapable of producing literature. The
quarto was surprised that Irving knew
Shakespeare's name at all, for the poor
1cribbler must have been forgotten before
his ashes were cold.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

THAT WAS TRUE IN IRVING'S
time. It is even more applicable now, when
the volume produced is so much greater.
Of the thousand.s of books published last
year, how many are now read? Scarcely
any. And few of the best sellers of today
will be remembered next year.

'

WAR CONDITIONS HAVE TENDED
to make current literature more transitory than usual. There is a demand for
books dealing with war conditions, and
numerous writers have undertaken to
supply the demand. Some of the books are
valuable; but a lot of them are thrown
together hastily, are factually inaccurate,
and are poorly written. Even of those in
•the better class there are few which meau
sure up to reasonable· literary standards.
Those better ones are examples of good
reporting, but their value is not as literary works, but as purveyors of information on subjects of current interest.

*

*

*

*

*

*

IF THE MORTALITY RATE AMONG
books had been high, it has been even
higher among magazines. Stored away
somewhere I have a few old volumes of
Scribner's, Century, Harper's and the Atlantic. In their day those . were grand
magazines. Their essays, fiction and scientific articles were of high order. They
had the quality of timelessness which is
one of the characteristics of real literature. Scribner's and the Century are gone.
Harper's has been· streamlined in con·
formity to the present trend. The Atlantic retains some, though not an. of its
original fine flavor.

*

IT WAS AN AMUSING FABLE, AND

to recall it now reminds one that even in
Irving's day when books and magazines
,

SCORES OF OTHER MAGAZINES
have · come and gone, and it is difficult
to recall even their names. Of the magazines wh:ich have come to take their place
few are likely to last as long as their predecessors did, because the popular magazine of today is journalistic, dealing-often very capably-with the events of the
day, up to the minute, to be laid aside and
forgotten as soon as read. We drive our
automobiles so fast that we miss most
of the scenery. We devour books and
magazines too rapidly to digest them, and
n of the
"
indi esti e

l

THERE IS IN PROSPECT, AND AL:.
· ready partly harvested, one of the nation's
biggest wheat crops, an the storing of
it presents a problem o major proportions. The carFy-over from former years
is far greater than usual,
and the war has closed
most pf the foreign markets. Many of the local
elevators and some of
the big terminals are already full, and difficulty
is experienced even in
finding space for the contents of farm granaries
.
and bins in which much
. of last year's wheat was
stored under the government loan plan.
Because the northern
harvest is later than the
Davies
southern, the spring wheat territory will
feel the effects of the shortage of storage space most acutely. Under no circumstances would. northern wheat be shipped
to southern local elevators, but wheat
fr~m southern territory ·is already being
shipped to the great terminals as the
capacity of local storage is reached. By
the time North Dakota's wheat is thresh·
ed many of the big elevators will be
filled with southern wheat.

tain~ and that fact wa& responsible· largely, for. the substitution of the combine for
the ordinary harvester. If this big wheat
crop is to be shocked, where are the men
to be found to do the shocking?

*

*

*·

*

*

*

A PROBLEM EVEN MORE PERPLEX·
ing is that of stacking. The building of a
grain stack which will stand up and be
weather-proof is an art not to be acquired
in a few days. In the old days, when
stacking was general, there were relatively few good stackers, and those few commanded much higher wages than were
_naid for shocking or other field . work.
Most of those old stackers are gone, and
we have not been developing new ones.
The chances are decidedly against resumption of stacking on a large scale.

THERE ARE TWO PERFECTLY
good ways of building a grain-stack, and
both were employed in the northwest
when stacking was general. In one method the finished stack rises perpendicularly
from the base for several feet, then tapers gradually to the peak. In the other
the stack of bundles extend beyond the
base, tier after ·tier, until the stack has a
decided bulge, after which it is drawn up
to the peak. A stack of either kind will
shed water perfectly if it is well built, but
RAIL TRANSPORTATION IS AN IM· the methods employed are quite different.
* * *
portant factor in the disposal of wheat.
STOCKS OF THE LATTER FORM
Northwestern railways have been buying
thousands of new cars and refitting old seem to be of German origin, and years
ones, and the railway managements say ago when one saw a stack of that kind he
that they will be able to handle grain as might be fairly sure that the owner had
fast as places are found to put it. To in- come from Germany, either directly, or
sure this, however, co.operation of ship- through a more or less long line of anpers will be esse:otial. Cars must be loaded cestors. In the country west of Euclid,
and ~nloaded promptly, and shippers and Minnesota, there were the Stuhrs, Tiedeconsignees can do much in this way to mans and other families of German origin, fine farmers, and good citizens, whose
keep the stream of grain moving.
.stacks
were uniformly of the "German"
* * :k
pattern
and could be identified miles
SOME STUDENTS OF THE PROBaway.
The
habit of building a stack in a
lem recommend that instead of threshing
certain
way
seems to run in families and
with combines during the cutting process,
races,
just
as
the women of a certain fam- ,
wheat growers bind and shock the grain
~ lid then stack it. Grain in the stack is ily, grandmothers, and daughters, are
relatively free from hazards of weather, known for a certain style of cooltery.
and as a rule the quality of the grain is
* * *
THERE WERE TIMES 50 YEARS
improved by being stacked. The time element also is important, as the threshing ago when emergency storage· for grain
of stacked grain can be deferred, if nec- had to be improvised on the farms. Termessary, until storage becomes available. inals might be glutted, railroads might be
overtaxed, or the farmer might find it
necessary
to defer hauling until after fall
*
WHILE ALL THIS IS TRUE THERE
.
'
plowing
was
done. Rough board bins,
arises the question of labor. For several
roofed
with
straw,
served the purpose
years, before the war emergency presented itself, farm labor was difficult to ob- quite well, and it was not unusual for the
farmer to build a well of filled grain
sacks, dump a thousand bushels· of wheat
into the enclosed space and top the whole
with straw. The latter plan answered tol·
erably if the grain were to be moved soon,
otherwise it would absorb moisture from
the e rth and be dama ed.

* * *

* *

~IN A RADIO ADDRESS ECENTLY
Herbert Hoover set forth what he believed to be the correct program for ·t he
United States to · follow with respect to
the present war. He urg- ~
ed that a~l possible aiq
be given to Great Britain short of putting the
United States directly
into the war, and that
the nation be armed to
the teeth for defense of
the western. hemisphere.
Two of his recommendati<:>ns seem
merit com•
rnent. ·They are:

who easily and in~vitably becomes the
subject of anecdote. Among the numerous stories told about him this one has
just been received:
Churchill was approached by a young
man bubbling over with war enthusiasm.
He wanted to be placed where he 'could
be of service to his country, no matter
where. Said he: "I don't drink; I don't
smoke; and I am 100 per cent efficient."
Churchill replied: "I drink; I smoke;
and I am 200 per cent efficient.''

*

*

*

THAT BRINGS TO MIND THE FACT
that quite a number of people make a
virtue of not doing things. If the, progress of the. world had depended on those
* * *
who pride themselves on not doing this,
"STOP THIS NOTION
and not doing that and the other thing,
of ideological war to impose the four freedoms
Davies
and who are so interested in not doing
on other nations by military force and that they neglect doing, we should never
have got past the jelly-fish stage.
against their will," and
"Go to the peace conference without
* · THE OCCUPATION
IN DISCUSSING
the dates which come with war."
of Iceland, first by the British and now
CONCERNING THE FIRST OF THESE by American forces, Judge Grimson of
it may be said that nobody is trying to Rugby, referred to one phase of that
impose any sort of freedom on anyon~ subject in addition to the comment which
who does not want it. Instead, the Unit· he made in an Associated Press article~
ed States is helping Great Britain to pre- He said:
serve for these nations, and for ·others
* * *
that still possess freedom, the freedom
"THE OCCUPATION OF ICELAND
that they already have, and to restore to by' the British and now · by the United
several other nations the freedom which States differs radically from the occu-.
they possessed, which they prize, and of pation by Hitler of the European counwhich they have been ruthlessly and bru- tries. First of all assurance was given the
tally deprived.
Icelandic government that there would
be no interference in local affairs; that
* THE SECOND .RE- its
CONCERNING
independence would be respected; that
commendation, the suggestion may be proper recompense would be made for
made that there is a place for hate as any inconvenience or loss caused by the
weu · as for love. And if Mr. Hoover were Icelanders or the government by the octo occupy a seat at the peace conference cupation; that essential protection to Icewhich will be held some day he would be land would be assured, both along mili.found hating with an abiding hatred the tary lines and necessary peace activities
thing against which democracy is at war and supplies; that at the end of the war
today. That thing -is. not the composite occupation would be withdrawn and supGerman people. It is not Hitler the indi- port given for Iceland's independence at
~idual. It is the spirit which finds expres- the peace table.
sion in Hitler and his acts, the spirit of
..
* * *
brute force which seeks to destroy what"THESE CONDITIONS GREAT BRI·
ver stands in the way of its unholy am- tain has entirely fulfilled. The relations
r>i tion. And the peace conference which between the army of occupation and the·
ls not governed by hate of that kind will native Icelanders has . been harmonious.
e a failure.
Now the United States assumes those ob·
ligations
and that it will fulfill them goes
* * *
WINSTON, CHURCHILL IS A MAN without question.
"For these reasons this occupation is
for the best interests of Iceland itself, as
it is necessarily to the advantage of the
North American continent as. has been
pointed out.
"Personally, I believe that the military
~ bases now established in Iceland should
be leased and occupied by the United
States after the war, for all the reasons
heretofore stated.
·

to

* *

* * *

* *

1

THERE WAS A TIME WHEN THE
lt1nerant tinker went up and down the
•treet aalllng "kettles to mend!" If there
were ml¥
would make the necessary
repairs an talbt. his P8f SO!Jletlmes 1ri
cub, sometimes 1n cleaa
cotton or linen
which would later be
turned into paper. Uncle
Sam la not men
tles, but Jae la fl
ly driving up and down
the alleys collecting pots,
pana, kettles and other
utensils and ob
metal In this partic
job of collecting his pref·
erence is for aluminum,
and patrfbtic housewives
are ransacking their
8helves for aluminum
Davies
containers which are out of repair or
llave become obsolete, for the metal is
needed for
In~ man

la1.

*
80MEBODY*HAS* PROPOSED
THA'l'
the aluminum tip of the Washington
mon
be wrrioved and cast into the
melting pot u a contribution to this particular phase of the defense
The
quantity of
ble
would IJe
tdea is to
make a patriotic gesture thought
to impress the pub ·c:
er degree ot
ave my
doubt& as to the value of the results to
be attained in this manner. If the cap of
the monument is removed it will have
to be replaced with something else, and
it aeems that lf...an f!q,Ual &1Uount of enera:
W81'4f to be devoW
~
conserva~
aome other
manner the
1r0uld be fully as good.

*

*

*

lTWil..L BE RECALLED THAT DURing the former war period intensiv~ ort
wu made fo
odu!:tion and
ation ofnecessary
thing. But some
the Idea.
digging up the lawns
a
of the big city parks and p,IlaID1il!1Pitlli
•
coffees were 'roasted and
toes there. In some cMl!S that was done. glazed with egg to retain the aroma. I
Acres of fine lawm went des1l'oyed, and have heard it charged that some of the
people started planting potatoes who manufacturers used eggs which had long

L-~---------------~

ot

coffee used, but the coffee ma<le
good, anyway.

*

* *

WHILE TEA HAS
~
the national drink of Canada, a9 ot
·
land~ the Canadians have used limited
quantities of coffee, and in recent years
some of them have learned how to make
good coffee. There was a time when it
was next to impossible in a Canadian
hotel to get a cup of coffee that was fit
to drink. That hQ .U: ~ ,c,JuilJJled. la
my Canadian youth W ~
store hi which
I worked bought its coffee 1n the green
bean, in sai:ks which held two bushels or
more. When we needed coffee for the retail trade we took a few sacks to the spice
:nilll near by and had it roasted and
ground. The demand for it was very small,
how.ever, for tea was the universal bevera e.
·

A CANADIAN BULLETIN ON WAR
activities discusses, among other things,
the rumor that has been circulated that
while the United States is "leasing'' and
''lending" war material
to Great Britain, the
Canadians are demanding · and receiving spot
cash for p u r c h a s e s
made by Great Britain
and are making handsome profits in the
transactions. Statements
to that effect have been
. made in this country by
Senator Wheeler and
other isolationists.

*

*

*

THE BULLETIN
Davies
·points out in the first
place that Canada itself is at war, and
1s maintaining for war ·purposes, both
at home and abroad, army, navy and air
fo-rces the cost of which has imposed on
the C;nadians the largest public expenditures and the highest tax rates over
known in that country. Canada does not
regard this expenditure as a "contribution" to Great Britain, but rather as her
share in common effort in which she is
paying her own way.

* * *

IN ORDER TO HELP TO MEET HER
own war needs Great Britain makes purchases in Canada chiefly of bacon, wheat
and other foodstuffs, metals and timber,
and miscellaneous war supplies. For the
period Canada has arranged a price
structure as a safeguard against inflated
prices, and, while there have been some
prict increases, these have been limited
to cases in .which the facts made them
necessary. By agreement between the
British and Canadian governments the
price of bacon, for instance, was increased. This was made necessaJ'Y by increased hog prices in the United States which,
if not met, would have drawn the supply
of h~gs from Canadian plants processing for the British market.

*

*

*

AT THE BEGINNING OF THE WAR
the Canadian mining interests contracted with the Canadian and British governments for delivery of their entire
product at pre-war prices. Similar contracts were made with respect to timber.

* * *OF MANUFAC·FOR THE PURCHASE
tured goods Great Britain makes partial
payments in.cash, but such cash payments
are for raw materials which the manufacturers must buy for cash in the United
States. In these transactions the Cana-

.dian govern!11~nt acts as the fiscal agent
of Great Bntam, charges no commission [
makes no profit, and pays all expenses of
administration. Canadian tax legislation
is so framed as to safeguard against pr·ofiteering. Private concerns are subject to
a basic tax of 40 per cent, with excess
prpfts taxes running as high as 75 per
cen~
·

.

*

*

*

DISCUSSION OF METHOD S OF
storing grain has reminded me of a type
of field bin with which I was familiar
many years ago. The · framework con·
sisted of separate · units of two-by-six
scantling, the base, or sill, and the rafter
being each 12 feet long. Two feet from
the end of each sill and rafter was spiked
an upright 8 feet long. These units could
b put together flat on the ground, as
many as might be desired, hence the work
could be done quite rapidly. The units
were then set up on level ground 2 feet
apart, enough for a bin usually 16 feet
long. For walls and floors sound boards
were used, floor-cracks covered, and wallboards placed inside studding, and a few
loose boards on the roof completed the
lumber part of the job. This gave a bin
8 feet wide, 8 feet high and 16 feet long,
resting on a base 12 feet wide and with a
roof projection .of 2 feet. The roof, covered with straw, would turn water indefinitely. Such a bin would hold around 700
bushels-figure it for yourself.

*

*

*

ONE ADVANTAGE OF A BIN OF
that kind was its cheapness. Lumber
good enough for the purpose could be
bought for $15 a thousand feet. It would
be different now, with . lumber ' difficult·
to obtain at any price. I was told that
the Central Lumber company expected
to rush its new building at the end of Walnut to completion-if only it could get the
lumber.
·
-

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT ASKS CON- sumption of artificial light will not be
gress for authority to install daylight sav- affected in the least. In the winter time
ing time on either a regional or a nation- our daylight is correspondingly brief, and
al basis, and for part of the year or all the if the working hours were moved foryear around, as may seem desirable. The ward many of us would be going to work
proposal is certain to
by candlelight.
provoke spirited and per* *
haps acrimonious discusIN .THIS LATITUDE OF LONG SUM·
sion as it did when daymer days the advantage of socalled daylight saving was made
light saving lies in the utilization .of exthe national order a' ·
isting daylight in a different manner.
quarter of a century ago.
During the former· war many of our peoIt will be recalled that
ple developed the gardening habit quite
in those earlier years
intensively. With working time on the '
daylight saving was vigusual basis gardening time was divided
orously opposed by a
into morning and evening periods, which
good many persons on remany found undesirable. But with workligious grounds. Time,
ing time moved forward the regular task
said such objectors, was
ended early, and there could be several
of divine origin, and for
hours of uninterrupted gardening.
mere human beings to
Davies
* * *
enact laws saying it is noon when accordTHAT APPLIED TO OTHER HOME
ing to all the laws of nature it is only 11 tasks than gardening. It also applied to
o'clock :ls nothing short of blasphemy. The various forms of recreation. In some \
promoters of the daylight saving. plan cases, however, individuals preferred to
might have avoided that sort of criticism do their gardening, their golfing, or what ·
if instead of proposing that the clocks not, in the morning hours, and daylight
should be moved forward an hour they saving threw them out of gear.
had proposed that all human activities,
* * *
work and play, school sessions and offfi- · MANY FARMERS OBJECTED TO
cial .acts, should begin and end an hour the plan, although their attitude was not
earlier than usual. Surely in that there easy to understand because the farmer
could be nothing sacrilegious.
does his field work, not by the clock, but
*
*
by the sun and the weather. Eastern dairyTHE PRESIDENT CITES FIGURES, men objected that the new schedule didn't
obtained from some unnamed source, to fit in with the feeding and milking time of
the effect that installation of daylight their cows, but they had to follow it in
saving on a nation-wide and yearly basis order to conform their deliveries to the
would result in an' annual saving of more new habits of their customers.
than 700 million kilowatts of electric
* * *
energy. That quantity of energy would
GREAT BRITAIN, I BELIEVE, IS ON
operate a lot of machinery.
daylight saving time the year around, at
*
least for the duration of the war. The
,· NATURALLY, DAYLIGHT SAVING plan seems to be considered effective over
.doesn't increase the hours of daylight. It there. Perhaps we may find it desirable
merely shifts the use of what daylight here, although many communities in
there is to a period an hour earlier. The which it was in operation during the fordesirable or undesirable effect of that is mer war have gone back to the old schedin part a matter of occupation and cus- ule.
tom, and largely of latitude. In this northern latitude we have, for nearly three
summer months, from 14 to 17 hours of
daylight each day. That is twice the
mechanic's working day, and n1ore than
the ordinary working day in any occupation. Whether one goes to work at 6 A.M.
or 7 A.M. he will start and quit his worklng day in broad daylight, and his con-

*

*

*

*

FOUR WEEKS AGO HITLER STAR:TED HIS

Invasion of Russia. Those have been weeks of
hard fighting,. in which both sides have sustained
tremendous losses in men and. materials. Just
how matters are at the front the . outside world has· no means of
knowing with any exactness. It
ls certain that German troops
have forced the Russians back
from all of the territory west of
th~ line which separated Germany and Russia before Hitler
began his series of smashing at-.
tacks upon his neighbors in 1939.
It is quite certain, · too, that at
some points the G~rmans have
at least driven spear-points
througn the great line of f ortifiDavies
cations known as the Stalin line.
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BEYOND THIS WE CAN 1>0 LIT'I'LE MORE .
than speculate. As bases of speculation we have

~ompletely contradictory reports from Berlin and
;Moscow, and reports more or less impartial from
:Vichy, Ankara and Stockholm. In on~ respect,
~ontradictory though they seem on the surface,
the reports from Berlin and Moscow respectively
seem to be entitled to a certain measure of · cre.dit. Both sides claim victories, and it seems quite
likely that both sides have been winning victories
io the extent of inflicting severe punishment on
Uie enemy.
·
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DIE W AB FRONT. EXTENDS FOR 2,000
miles through broken country, and on each side
: there are not one, but several armies, operating
separately. Hence, while the Germans may have
)Jroken through at one point, they may have been
held, or even driven back at another. There is
.there.fore some basis for the claims of successes
. made by each belligerent.:
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:w&A'-' BITLER EXPECTED OF THIS JN.
:vasion in the matter of time we have no means of
knowing. We cannot know whether or not he believed the boastful predictions of quick and sweep·
ing ·victory that his agents made four weeks ago.
. ()utstae opinion generally was that Russian organized resistance would have collapsed after not
more than two or three weeks of fighting, but the
:fighting is stm in progress with unabated ·fury,

and one is forced to the conclusion that Hitler has
been delayed beyond his expectations, and that
after a month of _tremendous effort he still faces
a fighting enemy who shows no signs of quitting.
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THE PROSPECT IS THAT THERE WILL BE

still further delay before Hitler can consider his
conquest of Russia complete. He .must not only
penetrate Russia, but he :rp.ust consolidate his positions in order to hold them. Every extension of
his lines will increase the demands on his transport and oi:i his supply services. And always his
extended lines will be subject to guerilla attack
which may leave briga9,es and whole divisions
helpless because of lack of material. Russian performance thus far indicates that it will be some
time before Hitler can . draw material from the
land over which his men are marching, because
the Russians, in retreat, are ·destroying whatever
could be of use to ·the enemy.
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BRITAIN SEEMS TO HAVE BEEN USING

these w~eks, not as the breathing space of which
some spoke, but as fighting opportunity. With
German airmen occupied with the Russian invasion Britain has been relatively free from air
raids. On the other ·hand, her own air force has
been blasting German ports, air fields, factories
and railroads with redoubled fury, and British official sources say that bombs have been dropped
on Germany during these weeks at a rate never
approached by German raids on Britain. The promise is made, too, that the rate of destruction will
be vastly increased in the immediate future. With
· the expenditure of material that the Russian in..
vasion costs, plus impairment of production and
transportation at home from British bombing, it
seems that the attrition to which the German machine is subjected must tell on it severely.

* *

* HARD TO SATOUR ISOLATIONISTS ARE
isfy. They didn't want American forces to occupy
Iceland. Now that we are in they .want the British to get out. They seem to think that the British ought to have got out first, so that there
might not be even a moment of joint occupation.
That would have afforded Hitler a pleasant opportunity to slip in between. And, unless both
British and American c6mmands are sadly bungled, the British will remain until the Americans
are firmly established, so that no chances will be
taken of making a mess of the whole affair~

WAR TIME NEEDS ARE PRODUCtive of swift action, a fact of which· we
have one illustration in the manner in
which regulations for the rationing of
clothing in Great Britain were made
public. On the last day of
May there was no rationing of clothing in Great
,Britain, and, so far as the
Pl:lblic was aware, there
was no prospect of it.
Next morning .the British·
people were notified that
rationing of clothing was
in full effect, and that
until further notice the
purchase of garments
and fabrics ncluded in
the list would be permitted only through the use
Davies
of coupons which would
be issued to each person. Plans for this
system of rationing were kept a profound
secret by the responsible officials, and it
is said that only five persons in the kingdom knew that the system was to be adopted. Those five were the. officials who prepared and announced the plan. The reason for this .secrecy, of course, was to prevent unnecessary purchases being made in
anticipation of the new regulations. As it
worked out, the . people, rich and poor,
went to. sleep on Saturday night without
knowledge that their clothing was to be
rationed; they had all day Sunday to be·
come accustomed to the fact; and on Monday morning each person was entitled to
66 coupons which must provide for his
purchases of clothing for a year.
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OF THE 66 COUPONS ISSUED TO
each person 13 must be surrendered upon
.the purchase of a coat by a man, and a
woman must give up 11 when she buys a
woolen dress. One coupon will permit the
purchase of a collar or two handkerchiefs
for a man or a pair of ankle-length socks
for a woman. Fabrics by the yard call for
coupons in accordance with the width
and quantity. of the material. The coup..
ons may be used as the owner desires, but
if he buys too many f Ohks . or neckties he
may be unable later on to buy the suit
or pair of shoes that he needs.

THE -ENGLISH TOWN OF DOVER
has ·been subjected to heavy bombing ever since the Germans began to send their
bombers across the channel. Many of the
buildings are in ruins, and th~ people

spend much of their time in the catacombs
which honeycomb the cliffs. Some · of
those cavers are as much as half a mile
long. The larger ones have been floored
with concrete, bunks have been installed
and water and sewage services provided.
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NOT ONLY HAS DOVER BEEN '
bombed from the air, but it has been
bombarded with shells thrown across the
channel by the big guns planted along
the French coast. On good nights the
people can see the spurts of flame from ,
the guns across. the channel, and they find
entertainment in estimating the distance
of the guns by checking the time that
elapses between flash and report. That
must be an interesting way to spend an
evening.

DOVER PEOPLE ARE EXPECTING
.invasion and are ready to meet it when it
comes. There is considerable variety in
their methods of preparation. One housewife, for instance, makes it a point to keep
boiling water handy most of the· time so
that she may douse the Germans with it
when they land. A young miss has armed
herself .with a sling-shot and keeps at
hand a supply of pebbles with which to
pepper the invaders. How can anyone deal
with a lot of people as stubborn as that?
1
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THE PRESIDENT HAS BEEN sup.
plied with figures te~ding to show that
daylight -saving all the year around would
make possible a saving of electric current
equal to something over 700 million kilowatts. As electric energy is measured in
terms of kilowatt hours, and kilowatt
hours are·-r ~ducible to terms of horsepower hours, the figures which the president
cite.s seem ·to be about equivalent to the
energy developed by 75 engines of 1,000
horsepower each, running continuously 24
hours a day. That estimate is subject to
correction by someone who has a sliderule · and a table of logarith~s.

*·

l'fGpe that such
persistence resulted in the sturdy little
warbler ,bringing off her brood!
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a~~~=r~g=~~
nest,' but whether they~ are&the e g ~

We ha~
the black spotted
er of a Yellow
Warbler's nest, and an egg of the brown
type in the second tier, indicating, we believe1 that two different .Cowbirds had
victimized that nest. ·Similarly, in nests
containing ~erf.1 Cowbirds~ eggs, they
ofen differ eno
the assumppass
tion that several of the parasites had vis·
forth.
tted the nest. So far as we know, no obThese birds do not corserver bas yet photographed a Cowbird
respond to the descripsitting on a host's ~ i in fact, we are
tions that any of us have
Davies
not sure that the bird has even been seen
found. They are of about sparrow ' size, doing so.
·
but o.f
· slender build and with long* *
tuft of feathers
FROM TIME TO TIME, YELLOW
head, Warblers are noticed feeding a youn~
similar to that of the wa - ~~·~e cowbird nst why
se particular
bluejay. ,There is some uncertainty about w ~
ding egg
the exact markings, as tbe birds are too in the ~~
known,
activ~t deq.iJ,eck~t ~ ~
in the death of
they seem to lack. tl_le
the warbler's
g
s in the
feathers charactenstic of the w_axw~ng. case of-may we say, the less intelligent
They have browning heads, shadmg mto -birds which have not learned to bUI}'.
gram on the back, and each has a touch unwanted eggs by building ~ n d nest
of yellow on the breas~. In building th~ir to cover them up.
nest they J:ave thriftily used. maten~l
The Red-eyed Vireo w,.,a common ~
from a nest m a nearb tree which a pair °l:n 91
Cow ·
Only once have we
of robfD
ot ~ t e .
~:ullllllll
*
nests the fast-growing, bulky young
ONE OF OUR FAMILIAR BffiDS IS Cowbird brought about the deaths of the
the cowbird, which, on the farms, is often host's own young.
known as the buffalo bird. These birds
fo ow a. team in the field ·au day,
p insects which have been disturbed by the animals or uncovered by
.plow or harrow. Flocks of cowbirds often
_ accompanied herds of buffalo on their
• ~grations, to which ~ some attribute
~.~ !UmQy,ing a~destructive hab~of '9 6ff1Mbi t1amable bird.
ot
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peculiar~
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~ COWBIRD MA.l{ES NO NEST
and ~ no 5Finding t.h e nest of
another bird
·ts its oWh eggs
therein and leaves o the owner of the
• nest th.e task of hatching the egg and
rearing the young. One theory is ~
the cowbird was continually on
e move with tlle buffalo herd it had no
opportunity to establish a home ~of its
own and was driven to the expedient of
trespassing on others.

WHA
OF THE
fractice it has become fixed. Not only
aoes the cowbird deposit its egg in the
;:)lest of another bird, but it will sometimes
"'!'emove the other bird's eggs. Once I --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - watched a cowbird destroy the nest of a
thipping sparrow, for no reason at all that
I could discover. Some birds have ways
of out-maneuvering the cowbird by build:::lng an extension of the nest over the
trespasser's egg. In one of the excellent
nature articles in the Winnipeg Free
ress describes as follows some incidents
• ln the warfare between cowbirds and
some of its intended victims:
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"IN THE WINNIPEG AREA,· TWO)tory nests of the Yellow Warbler are
fairly commo?l, and we believe that. most
:.ilroods of these warblers are saved from
lhe parasite by the clever action of the
parents. We have- .t:ound several threestory nests witli two buried Cowbirds'
eggs, and there is on record.,a photograph
and description of a ftve-story nest, each
tlf th~ tout lower stones Qf. which cont

A BRIEF ARTICLE IN THE HERALD
from Bismarck a few days ago told of
the effort that is being made to increase
highway safety,. Among other things,
Patrol Chief Hunter was quoted as saying
that his department receives many complaints
concerning the driving of
cars by ·persons physically unfit by reason of defective heating, defective
vision or other physical
handicap. The patrol
chief said that when
complaint is made it is
checked by a patrolman
and an examining physician, and if- the examination reveals a defect
which incapacitates the
Davies
individual, his permit _is
denied. The article interested Arthur E.
'Erickson, 310 South Fourth street, an employe of the Grand Fork~ Ice and Fuel
Co., who, unfortunately, is d~af, and who
speaks a word · in behalf . of himself ·and
others similarly afflicted. Of . the deaf
persons in .Grand. F.orks he says: "Eight
of us own cars, which we need for our
work. We are all good drivers. The police
will say so/' ·
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MR. ERICKSON SUBMITS THE FOL·
lowing comment on the .subject of deaf
drivers from the · Pittsburgh Sun. Telegraph:
"ONE MIGHT SUSPECT THAT DEAF
motorists, unable to hear the horns of
other automobiles, would be peculiarly Ii•
able to accident. · But Secretary of Reven use William J. Hamilton Jr., announces.
that deafmutes are the safest drivers in
the state.
,
"Six hundred deafmutes in Pennsylvania are licensed as operators of motor
vehicles and in two years only one of them
' has had a mishap, and that not a serious
one, and apparently not his fault.
"We are reminded of a popular paradox to the effect that if you wish to live
to a ripe old age the thing to do is to
acquire an incurable disease early in life.
rt makes you take g"ood' care of yourselt:
"We commend the safety record of the
deafmutes to the attention of motorists
who depend on their horns ·i nstead of
their brakes.''
A LITTL.E PAPER PUBLISHED BY

and in th~ Interest of the deaf comments
on the above:
·
.
"According to this sage of Pittsburgh,
having acquired an incurable disease Ci. e.,
deafness) .e arly in life, we are now all set
for a ·ripe old age."
I
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IT IS QUITE CLEAR THAT THE

bare fact that one is deaf does not make

him an unsafe driver. The fact of his deaf·
ness may cause him to be more careful,
and_ more safe, than he would otherwise
be. Conversely, the fact that one is not
deaf and has no other physical handicap,
does not make him a safe driver. Naturally, perfect physical equipment is highly
desirable. But there are qualities of character and personal attitudes which may
offset otherwise serious physical defects.
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AN .EASTERN MAN WHOM I KNOW
well, and who is about 60 years of age,
has never had any use of· his right hand
pr arm since he was a small child, nor.
has he been able· to raise his left hand to
the height of his shoulder. For many· yea;rs
h~ _ha~ .driven a .car _whjch . he had equipped with gadg~ts to fit his requirements.
Before he was given a driv~'s license he
was subjected to a grilling examination
ind road test. He was declared to be one
of the most competent and skillful drivers that the examiner had ever met.
AT DIFFERENT TIMES I HAVE PUB-

lished_excerpts from letters received from
Mfss Elizabeth Burnham, for several
years secretary of the Grand Forks
YWCA who last year wa~ assigned to
association work in. Istanbul, Turkey.
Ending her work in Turkey sometime in
June, Miss Burnham began to look about
for transportation back to the United
States, but the war has almost · demoraUzed transport service all over the world.
A few days ago a cable was received
from Miss Burnham, who was then at
Jerusalem and had taken up work ther
with the British YWCA while awaiting
transportation to Australia. When sh
reaches Australia Miss Burnham wil
have visited every continent in the world
with the exception of Antarctica; and
some of her friends would not be surprised to learn that she had started in a side
trip to Little America just to look the
country over.
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able t correspond in Es~ranto "1th
Esper-,it
all over the world, as Esperanto cla es, elubs and o?ganizations exist
over
countries.

be
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''NOT ONLY IS ESPERANTO EASY
to learn, it l$ also abs<>l\1
neutral, be1on~Di to no one parti~ country, but

to i.Jl 1i.Uke. No matter w t nationality,

bl Esperanto all can
~h llnguiatlc
$1Uallty in a veiw short th,te. <I person•)}, -starte4 cotrespondbJI. wlth foreign
~auntiiee i\fW onl~ ,, lfi'ree w,ek1 of
study.) Naturally, Es'*1,nto doe11 not
aim to replaoe
natitjM,l tansuage, It
, only a second or aUXlllaJ'Y lan1ua1• foJi

Jntemattonal use,"
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, DISCUSSION OF AN INTERNAtional situation and the events leading up
to it involves much detail, and facts crowd
upon each other so closely that it is easy
to get them confused and
distorted. Examples of
this · occurred in the addresses made in Grand
Forks on Monday night
by Senators Nye and
Clark. To illustrate the
point quotations are
given below-not verbatim, but in substancefrom statements made by
the senators.
Senator
Clark: France and Great
Britain lied when they
permitted Hitler to invade Czechoslovakia, as
Davies
both nations were pledged to defend the
Czechs against aggression.
Actually, Great Britain had no such
treaty with Czechoslovakia. France had.
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to war impoverishment, inflation and the
demands made in the Versailles treaty.
British and French capitalists co-operated heartily with those of the United
States in devising plans for lightening
Germany's financial burdens. The Young
plan, the Dawes plan, and other plans \
were formulated and applied, each giving
Germany easier terms than before. Those ·
efforts were commended and appreciated
by such leaders of the republlc as Stresemann, Hindenburg and others. But Hitler,
taking advantage of Germany's distress,
worked his way into the government and
destroyed the republic.
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SENATOR NYE: THE BRITISH
navy is the only navy with which the
United States has had to contend in al1 . \
its history.
Doubtless the senator was thinking o1
1812. He seems to have forgotten that a
little more than a century later tbe German navy sank American ships right and
left, and the German government declared its intention of continuing tha1
practice, although the United States was
then a neutral nation
THESE ARE JUST A FEW EX·
amples taken as they are· recalled, from
Monday night's addresses. They relate
solely to questions of fact, and the facts
in each case are of record. They are al·
together apart from matters of opinion,
in which each person is entitled to reach
his own conclusion in his own way.

SENATOR NYE: WHEN THE ROBIN
Moor was sunk a vociferous demand came
from the propagandists for an immediate
declaration of war against Germany, if
the ship had been carrying goods to Germany she would have been sunk by British war vessels.
There was no general demand for war
on account of the sinking of the Robin
Moor. There were ·vigorous and general
protests against the brutality shown in
leaving her passengers and crew adrift
* * *
on the open sea at the mercy of the ele·
MAINTENANCE OF A LAWN
ments with no attempt made to insure through ten days or more of blistering
their safety.
heat is not an easy task. Authorities on
the
subject often give advice on the sub*
*
SENATOR CLARK: AFTER THE FOR· ject of the use of water during ·dry hot
mer. war Germany set up the Weimar re- periods. In spite of the advice given the
public. That republic was destroyed by mistake is often made of giving the lawn
British and French capitalists, and its des· a light sprinkling ·instead of a thorough
truction created opportunity for the rise soaking. Grasses will send their roots
in whatever direction water can most
of Hitler.
From the beginning the Weimar repub- conveniently be reached. If the soil is
llc was beset by financial difficulties, due moist several inches below the surface
the roots will go down for water. But if
the lower soil becomes dry and the surf ace is wet, surface roots will be sent out,
the lower roots will die, and the plant will
be dependent on its new system of sur~
face roots. Then, a few hours of hot sunshine or drying wind will dry the surface
and the plant shrivels. Thorough soaking once a week is far better than light
sprinkling every evening.
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